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1. INTRODUCTION
The motivation for this paper was the following combinatorial question:
2 Given a n = n square divided into n smaller squares i.e., a n = n
.chessboard , how many k = k squares does it contain, where 1 F k F n?
 .2The answer itself turns out to be a square, namely, n q 1 y k . Thus, the
total number of squares contained in the n = n square is the sum of the
squares: 12 q 22 q ??? qn2.
In the square problem we are essentially counting subsets that have the
same structure as the original set but are smaller in size. Intuitively, we
can think of this as self-similarity on a discrete scale. The concept of
self-similarity has been extensively studied from an analytic perspective
w xsince Mandlebrot's original work on fractals 22 . Many variants of the
concept have been defined including strict self-similarity, fractal self-similar-
ity, self-affinity, and statistical self-similarity. The underlying idea involves
the study of sets containing subsets closely resembling the whole but
smaller in size. Self-similarity in fractals such as the Mandlebrot set, the
Cantor set, and the Sierpinski triangle, reveals how the global and local
structures are nearly identical except for scale. Also, each of these fractals
contains an infinite number of self-similar subsets, that is, scaled down
versions of the original fractal. In this article we will explore the combina-
torics of a discrete analogue of self-similarity where scaled down is
replaced by same finite structure, smaller size. In particular, we consider the
following generalization of the square problem: Gi¨ en a finite set S of size n
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and structure M, how many self-similar subsets does it contain? Alternatively,
how many subsets of the set S share the same structure M? For clarity of
exposition we will keep the discussion informal and, hopefully, readable.
The study of substructures of a given structured set is fundamental in all
branches of applied mathematics. Familiar examples include set]subset,
group]subgroup, graph]subgraph, sequence]subsequence, cover]sub-
cover, field]subfield, tree]subtree, space]subspace, matrix]submatrix, and
so on. We will study several classical examples of finite structured sets
including power sets, Boolean algebras, cyclic groups, finite fields, and
finite vector spaces. By counting the self-similar subsets we will show how
the concept of discrete self-similarity unifies some of the most important
combinatorial numbers in applied mathematics. These include the ubiqui-
tous binomial coefficients, the Gaussian coefficients, the Stirling and Bell
numbers, the Eulerian and Bernoulli numbers, and the number-theoretic
 .function d n : number of divisors of n. We will also study the algebraic
structure of the self-similar subsets. Counting these subsets leads naturally
to combinatorial sums defined over lattices. This in turn leads to a
powerful method for solving combinatorial problems known as generalized
Mobius in¨ersion that formed the basis of the fundamental work of RotaÈ
w x24, 25 . Thus, we will find that the generalization of the discrete self-simi-
larity problem of the square has far-reaching consequences in a variety of
areas including combinatorics, discrete mathematics, number theory, alge-
bra, graph theory, geometry, linear algebra, and computer science.
2. SELF-SIMILARITY ON THE HYPERCUBE
 .Consider the m-dimensional cube hypercube of side length n divided
into nm unit size m-cubes. How many m-cubes of size k does the hypercube
contain, where 1 F k F n? The cases m s 1, 2, and 3 are the line segment,
 w xthe square, and the cube, respectively. Mandlebrot 22 refers to these as
.standard self-similarity when computing the similarity dimension.
Solution Method 1. First we count the m-cubes by rows and columns.
 .mObserve that for each k there are n q 1 y k m-cubes of size k since
 .there are n q 1 y k choices for a side of length k for each of the m
dimensions. Summing over k we obtain the total number of m-cubes as a
sum of mth powers of the first n positive integers:
1m q 2 m q ??? qnm .
It is well known that this sum can be expressed as a polynomial in n of
degree m q 1. Bernoulli discovered the general form of the coefficients
 .he credited Faulhaber , but did not prove it. Using the calculus of finite
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 w x .differences, Euler published a proof see Edwards 10 for a little history .
The polynomial can be written in terms of binomial coefficients row
.m q 1 of Pascal's triangle and the Bernoulli numbers as
m1 mq 1ykm q 1m m m1 q 2 q ??? qn s B n q 1 , . k /km q 1 ks0
where B is the k th Bernoulli number defined recursively ask
my1y1 m q 1B s 1, B s B .0 m k /km q 1 ks0
Using this recurrence the first few values are
n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 1 1 1 1 5 691
B 1 y 0 y 0 0 y 0 0 yn 2 6 30 40 30 66 2730
The set of Bernoulli numbers is a fascinating example of a simply gener-
 .ated sequence with no apparent pattern consider B , yet reappearing in12
mysterious ways in many mathematical problems including Fermat's Last
Theorem! For more on Bernoulli numbers, see Graham, Knuth, and
w xPatashnik 15 . These numbers also arise in numerical analysis and statis-
 w x w x w x.tics see Jordan 19 , Milne-Thomson 23 , and David and Barton 9 and
 w x w x.number theory see Apostol 2 and Ireland and Rosen 18 .
Euler also discovered a relationship between the Bernoulli numbers and
the infinite sum consisting of reciprocals of even powers of the positive
integers. For example, he first proved the well-known result
` 21 p
s 2 6nns1
and in general, for m G 1,
mq 1 2 m` 1 y1 2p .  .
s B . 2 m2 m 2 2m !n  .ns1
Thus, the Bernoulli numbers play an important role in the study of the
 w x.Riemann zeta function see 2 .
Solution Method 2. Next, we will count the m-cubes a different way by
using diagonals, thus introducing a not so well known, but important, set of
combinatorial numbers called the Eulerian numbers. First we consider the
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square. Assume the given n = n square is located in the first quadrant of
the standard rectangular coordinate system with the bottom left corner
at the origin. Each k = k square is uniquely determined by the diagonal
from its bottom left corner to its top right. Now map each k = k square
 .to the bottom left endpoint of its diagonal. The result is a n q 1 y k =
 .  .  .n q 1 y k array of lattice points integer coordinates , say a , a , such1 2
 .that 0 F a , a F n y k. The case n s 3 with k s 1 and k s 2 is shown1 2
in Fig. 1.
Restricting our attention to the array of lattice points, we will count the
 .  .number of points a , a such that a F a on or above diagonal , and1 2 1 2
 .those with a ) a below diagonal , thus accounting for all the k = k1 2
squares. If a F a , then we have 0 F a F a F n y k. Letting a s a q1 2 1 2 3 2
1, we obtain 0 F a - a F n q 1 y k. The number of integers satisfying2 3
this inequality is the same as the number of ways of selecting two integers
n q 2 y k 4  .from the set 0, 1, 2, . . . , n q 1 y k , which is . Summing over all k2
we obtain the total number of squares on or above the diagonal:
n
n q 2 y k n q 2s .  /  /2 3
ks1
Note. We have used the combinatorial identity
n
n q 1k s .  /  /m m q 1
ks0
FIGURE 1
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Similarily, for the lattice points below the diagonal we obtain
n
n q 1 y k n q 1s .  /  /2 3
ks1
Thus, we can express the total number of squares as a sum of two
consecutive binomial coefficients:
n q 1 n q 22 2 21 q 2 q ??? qn s q . /  /3 3
Generalizing the above argument to the m-cube with side length n, we
find the m-cubes of size k can be counted by considering integer se-
 .quences a , a , . . . , a such that 0 F a F n y k. On the one hand we1 2 m i
 .mknow there are n q 1 y k such sequences. Now with each sequence we
 4can associate a unique permutation of the set 1, 2, . . . , m as follows:
permute the sequence into nondecreasing order so that if two components
are the same, their original ordering is preserved. For example, the
 .  .  .  .sequence a , a , a s 2, 1, 1 permutes to 1, 1, 2 s a , a , a by the1 2 3 2 3 1
permutation 231 and not 321.
A permutation can be classified according to the number of ascending
runs. For example, the permutation 123 has one such run, while 231 has
m :two, and 321 has three ascending runs each of length 1. Let denotej
 4the number of permutations of 1, 2, . . . , m with exactly j ascending runs.
Generalizing the inequality argument in the square case, one can readily
 .show that the number of sequences a , a , . . . , a with associated permu-1 2 m
 w x.tation having j runs is see Knuth 20, p. 36
m n y k q j . ; /j m
Thus, summing over j we obtain the number of m-cubes of size k:
m mm n y k q jn q 1 y k s . .  ; /j m
js1
Note. We have effectively given a counting argument of the classical
 w x w x.Worpitzky identity see Worpitzky 30 and Comtet 8 .
m :The numbers are known as the Eulerian numbers. Finally, summingj
over k we express the sums of powers of integers in terms of the Eulerian
numbers and m consecutive binomial coefficients along diagonal m q 1
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.of Pascal's triangle :
m m n q jm m m1 q 2 q ??? qn s . ; /j m q 1js1
The Eulerian numbers can be generated by the recurrence relation
m m y 1 m y 1s k q m q 1 y k . . ;  ;  ;k k k y 1
The first few values are shown in Table I. Thus, for example, we have for
the sum of the cubes
n q 1 n q 2 n q 33 3 31 q 2 q ??? qn s q 4 q . /  /  /4 4 4
w xFor more on Eulerian numbers, see 15, 7, 11 . For a detailed study of the
relationship between the Bernoulli numbers and the Eulerian numbers,
w x w xsee Frobenius 12 and 30 .
Historically, the Eulerian numbers originated with the study of the
generating function for the infinite sequence of mth powers
 m m m . 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . Thus, starting with the formal power series or geometric
< < .series converging for x - 1 ,
` 1
nx s , 1 y xns0
and differentiating both sides and then multiplying both sides by x or
.applying the operator xD , we have after m iterations of these operations
mm k x` ks1 ;km nn x s . mq 11 y x .ns0
TABLE I
mrk 1 2 3 4 5
1 1
2 1 1
3 1 4 1
4 1 11 11 1
5 1 26 66 26 1
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3. THE ALGEBRAIC COMBINATORICS OF
SELF-SIMILARITY
We will now consider through several examples some interesting conse-
quences of discrete self-similarity. In particular, we will show self-similarity
 .links the following fourfold chain: 1 counting the self-similar subsets and
 .determining the resulting combinatorial numbers, 2 constructing the
 .partially ordered sets formed by these self-similar subsets, 3 defining
 .combinatorial sums over these partially ordered sets, and 4 inverting
these sums by general Mobius inversion.È
Recall a partially ordered set, or poset, is a set P and a binary relation
F that is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive. Also, a lattice is a poset
for which every pair of elements has a least upper bound and a greatest
lower bound. Many combinatorial problems involve sums over partially
 .ordered sets, especially lattices. For example, let P, F be a finite poset
and let f denote a real-valued function on P. Consider the sum function
g, where x g P:
g x s f y . .  .
yFx
 .  .Often g x is known and the problem requires solving for f x . It turns
out we can associate an integer-valued function on P = P called the
 .Mobius function of P, denoted m x, y , such that the above equation can beÈ
in¨erted:
f x s m y , x g y . .  .  .
yFx
This is known as general Mobius in¨ersion. If we interpret the sum functionÈ
as an indefinite integral, then Mobius inversion is just the discrete ana-È
logue of the derivative. The principle of inclusion]exclusion and the
inversion of the classical Mobius function from number theory are specialÈ
 .cases of general Mobius inversion see examples to follow . For more onÈ
the combinatorial implications of general Mobius inversion, see the influ-È
w x w xential paper by Rota 24 . Other references include Stanley 27 , Bender
w x w x w x w xand Goldman 3 , van Lint and Wilson 28 , Bogart 6 , and Rota 25 .
 .  4EXAMPLE 1 The power set . Let S s 1, 2, . . . , n with the empty
structure. How many self-similar subsets of size k does S contain? Since
self-similar subset is just subset in this case, we know the answer is the
n .binomial coefficient . Thus, summing over k, we have the total numberk
n n n .of subsets of S:  s 2 .ks0 k
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Note. This sum can be interpreted as a sum function over all subsets of
 .S with f X s 1 for all X, X : S. Let B denote the self-similar subsetsn
of S, called the power set of S. Order the sets of B by inclusion; that is,n
 .X F Y if X : Y. Then B , F forms a lattice since the union of two setsn
is the least upper bound and the intersection is the greatest lower bound.
The lattice diagram for B is shown in Fig. 2. Further note that the power3
set B can also be represented by the vertices of a hypercube in n-dimen-n
w  . xsional space a vertex is of the form a , a , . . . , a where a s 0 or 1 .1 2 n i
Consider the following general combinatorial sum over the power set of
S; that is, for all X : S, let f and g be real-valued functions on B withn
g X s f Y . .  .
Y:X
 .  . < X <y <Y <The Mobius function of B turns out to be m Y, X s y1 , whereÈ n
< <Y : X and X denotes the cardinality of the subset X. Now by MobiusÈ
inversion we obtain
< < < <X y Yf X s y1 g Y , .  .  .
Y:X
which is effectively the principle of inclusion]exclusion from discrete proba-
bility and elementary combinatorics.
 .EXAMPLE 2 Finite Boolean algebras . Consider B , the power set ofn
 4S s 1, 2, . . . , n with the structure consisting of two binary operations,
union and intersection, and one unary operation, complement, satisfying the
usual Boolean algebra identities. Define a Boolean subalgebra to be a
subset of B , containing the set S and the empty set, with the propertyn
that it is closed under the operations of union, intersection, and comple-
ment. A Boolean subalgebra is itself a Boolean algebra. How many
Boolean subalgebras of size 2 k does B the Boolean algebra of size 2 nn
w xcontain? Birkhoff 5 showed that the lattice of Boolean subalgebras of Bn
 4is isomorphic to the lattice of partitions of the set S s 1, 2, . . . , n . A
 .partition of S is a family of disjoint subsets also called blocks of S whose
 4 union is S. For example, if S s 1, 2, 3 , then there are five partitions the
.blocks are separated by vertical strokes :
< < < < <123 1 23 2 13 3 12 1 2 3
The set of partitions of the n-set S is denoted P . We can order then
partitions of the set S as follows: if A and B are partitions of S, then
A F B if every block of A is contained in a block of B see the lattice
n.  4diagram of P in Fig. 2 . Let denote the number of partitions in P3 nk
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FIGURE 2
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containing exactly k blocks. These combinatorial numbers are called the
3 4Stirling numbers of the second kind. From our example above, s 1,1
n3 3 4  4  4s 3, s 1. The recurrence relation for isk2 3
n n y 1 n y 1s k q . 5  5  5k k k y 1
These numbers appear frequently in mathematics, especially in interpola-
 w x.tion and the calculus of finite differences see 8, 19 . Thus, we find that
k n 4the number of Boolean subalgebras of size 2 is . Summing over k, wek
obtain the total number of Boolean subalgebras or total number of
.  .partitions of S , called the Bell number B n :
n
nB n s . .   5k
ks1
 .The Bell numbers or exponential numbers are continually being rediscov-
ered and arise in many enumeration problems including distributions,
 w x.permutations, and equivalence relations see Rota 26 . The first few Bell
 .numbers starting with B 1 are 1, 2, 5, 15, 52, 203, and 877. The MobiusÈ
 .function of P turns out to be A and B are partitions of Sn
m
n y1km A , B s y1 n y 1 !, .  .  . k
ks1
where B consists of m blocks and the k th block of B is the union of
exactly n blocks of A. Sums over partitions can also be inverted byk
general Mobius inversion. For example, the number of connected labeledÈ
graphs on n vertices can be computed by inversion over the set partition
 w x w x.lattice P see 3 and 28 .n
 .EXAMPLE 3a Finite cyclic groups . Let S s Z be the cyclic group ofn
order n. How many cyclic subgroups of size k does the cyclic group of size n
contain? From abstract algebra we know every subgroup of a cyclic group
is cyclic. Also, for each divisor k of n there is a unique subgroup of Z ofn
order k. Thus, the number of cyclic subgroups of Z of size k is 1 if kn
divides n, and 0 otherwise. The lattice of subgroups of Z is isomorphic ton
the lattice of positive divisors of n, denoted D . The lattice D is shownn 12
in Fig. 2. Summing over k, the total number of cyclic subgroups of Z isn
d n s 1, . 
dNn
 .where d n is the number of divisors of n.
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Many problems in combinatorics and number theory can be represented
as sums over the divisors of n and solved by Mobius inversion. The MobiusÈ È
function of the lattice D isn
ky1 , if bra is a product of k distinct primes, .m a, b s .  0, otherwise.
 .  .This is just the classical Mobius function m bra s m a, b . Thus, we haveÈ
the classical Mobius inversion from number theory:È
g n s f d iff f n s m nrd g d . .  .  .  .  . 
dNn dNn
w x w xFor an application on counting circular words, see 3 and 16 . Number-
w x w xtheoretic applications can be found in 2 and 17 .
 .  .EXAMPLE 3b Finite fields . Let S s GF q be the finite field of order
q. Every subfield of a finite field is a finite field. Finite fields or Galois
. nfields exist only for prime power orders; that is, q s p , for some prime
number p and positive integer n. How many subfields of size pk does the
finite field of size pn contain? It is known that for each divisor k of n,
 . kGF q has a unique subfield of order p . Thus, the lattice of subfields of
 .GF q is isomorphic to the lattice of positive divisors of n, D . Finite fieldsn
 whave applications in combinatorics and algebraic coding theory see 4, 16,
x.21 .
 .  .EXAMPLE 4 Finite vector spaces . Let S s V q be the n-dimensionaln
 .vector space over the finite field GF q . Every subspace of the vector
 .  .space V q is a vector space over GF q . How many subspaces of dimen-n
 .  .sion k does the n-dimensional ¨ector space V q o¨er GF q contain? Letn
n .  .denote the number of such self-similar subspaces of V q . By aq nk
relatively straightforward combinatorial argument using an analogy with
 w x w x w x.binomial coefficients see 1 , 3 , and 14 one can show
q n y 1 q ny1 y 1 ??? q nq1yk y 1 .  .  .n s .k ky1 /k q y 1 q y 1 ??? q y 1q  . .  .
For example, we have
q5 y 1 q4 y 1 q3 y 1 .  .  .5 s 3 2 /3 q y 1 q y 1 q y 1q  . .  .
s 1 q q q 2 q2 q 2 q3 q 2 q4 q q5 q q6 .
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These combinatorial numbers are called Gaussian coefficients or q-bi-
nomial coefficients. In fact as q approaches 1 we obtain the binomial
coefficient
n nlim s . /  /k kqª1 q
 .  .Let L q denote the lattice of all subspaces of V q ordered by inclusionn n
w  . x  .see L 2 in Fig. 2 . The total number of subspaces of V q is called the3 n
 w x.Galois number and denoted G see Goldman and Rota 13 . Sums overn
 .the lattice L q occur frequently in combinatorics. These sums can ben
 .inverted by general Mobius inversion. The Mobius function of L q isÈ È n
kk .m A , B s y1 q ,2 .  .
where A : B and dim B y dim A s k.
Examples of applying Mobius inversion include counting the number ofÈ
 .  .linear transformations from V q onto V q and the number of n = mn m
 .  w x.matrices over GF q with rank r see 28 , counting one-to-one linear
 w x.transformations, and counting spanning subsets see 3 .
 .The study of the lattice of subspaces of V q reveals a deep analogyn
 .with the lattice of all subsets of a set see Example 1 . Well-known
 w x.binomial coefficient identities have q-binomial analogues see 14 . For a
historical survey of the subset]subspace analogy, see the article by Kung in
w x25 . A major unresolved problem is determining the combinatorial or
set-theoretic reason why the q-identities tend to the ordinary binomial
identities as q approaches 1.
These examples give just a hint of the wide range of applicability of
 w x w x w xMobius inversion see 3 , 24 , and 25 for applications in these and otherÈ
.areas including geometry, topology, graph theory, and network flows .
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
As we have observed the concept of discrete self-similarity naturally
gives rise to some important combinatorial numbers, combinatorial sums,
and associated algebraic structures. Besides unifying these numbers, self-
similarity provides a foundation for the interplay between algebra and
combinatorics. Finally, many interesting questions remain unanswered. For
example, consider the symmetric group S on n that is, the group ofn
 4.permutations of the set 1, 2, . . . , n . How many symmetric subgroups S ofk
size k! does the symmetric group S of size n! contain? If k s 2, then then
number of times S is contained in S is the same as the number of2 n
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permutations other than the identity whose square is the identity. These
permutations are called in¨olutions and the answer for k s 2 is known see
w x w x.8 and Wilf 29 . What can be said about k ) 2? Another question is,
what combinatorial numbers are associated with self-similar subsets of
structures such as discrete topologies and combinatorial geometries? Con-
versely, given combinatorial numbers, such as the Stirling numbers of the
first kind, what structured set and self-similar subsets, if any, are naturally
associated with these numbers? The study of discrete self-similarity is a
fascinating interplay of combinatorics, algebra, number theory, and geome-
try.
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